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Looking for Spanish Novels?I know how tough it is to start learning a new language.You don't
usually have a large vocabulary or any knowledge of grammar.You'd like to go right to the fun stuff,
but maybe it's too hard for you now.A typical beginner's Spanish reader isn't interesting or just plain
boring.But this book is not like that.Learning with Spanish Novels is easy and straightforward.
Forget about difficult long texts with English-translations. This beginner Spanish book is not like that.
It will take you to the next level in less time. That means less effort and struggling towards your way
to fluency in Spanish. And you'll have a great time as well.An Easy Spanish Book Both Fun &
EasyMuerte en Buenos Aires is the third book of the Spanish Novels Series. This Spanish reader is
packed with useful expressions you need in everyday situations: greetings, buying things, talking to
friends, etc. Anyone who already knows the basics of the Spanish language is ready to read this
book. I assume you have a general knowledge of personal pronouns, articles, and some common
verbs/nouns in Spanish. Actually, the only verb tense you need to know is simple present.A
detective story that takes place in Buenos Aires. A woman is murdered in her own flat without
apparent reason. The case seems very difficult and there are no clues. Miguel - a private detective starts working on it and comes up with a crazy plan to catch the murderer. This easy Spanish book
will show you the most used grammar structures in different situations. As the difficulty level is just
right you will learn and enjoy it at the same time. There's no doubt about it: A beginner Spanish
book is the perfect place to start practicing the language.Why Spanish NovelsShort sentencesShort
chapters (5-6 sentences each)Easy vocabularySimple grammarEveryday dialoguesAn elementary
Spanish reader in SIMPLE Spanish.Sample sentences:Miguel es un detective privado.Ã‰l tiene 32
aÃ±os y vive solo.Su Ãdolo es James Bond.Learn Vocabulary With a Spanish Easy ReaderMuerte
en Buenos Aires includes a short guide to download and install a FREE Spanish-English Dictionary.
Look up the meaning of any word you don't know and add it to your vocabulary lists. Reading short
stories in Spanish using Kindle's dictionaries is much more easy and fun.If you are familiar with
common structures of the language you can tackle this novel. A beginner Spanish book is supposed
to be read by beginners, isn't it? What would be the point to stuff the book with difficult grammar,
translations and the like? It'd make no sense! The best you can do is work your way up with very
easy readings. Once you finish some Spanish novels you'll have learned a lot about the language in
everyday situations.Scroll up and click the BUY button now to start improving your Spanish!
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If you know a little bit of Spanish, this book is great. The concept is simple: Keep the sentences
short. Keep the paragraphs short. Keep the chapter short. Each chapter is just 5 sentences, and
there are many chapters (over 50 of them).I like the concept. The dialogue is useful and the story is
actually pretty interesting.I think beginners and low-level intermediates would benefit most from this
kind of a book. In general, I like the idea of reading a little bit each day to learn.The one drawback to
this book: It's a bit on the shorter side. In my opinion, if they had made each chapter 10-20
sentences or so, then the book would have been perfect. The simple sentences are terrific, I just
wish there were more of them. BUT, I like the idea and choice of sentences so much, that it still
deserves 5 stars.

This book has a simple story, but it is interesting because it is a detective story. The words and
phrases are repeated many times in very short chapters. The writing is smart, sometimes funny, and
easy to follow.

I have been trying to learn spanish through a few Spanish applications like Duolingo and Babbel,
and since I now know the "basics" this book was perfect for me as a first book to read entirely in
Spanish. The sentences are short and I have found that I since reading a couple of Paco Ardit's
books I have become much faster at reading and find myself not translating into English in my head!

I also love how this book uses typical Argentinian vocabulary. I really hope the author will release
some books that introduce/familiarize the reader to different tenses other than the present tense, but
in the same easy-to-read format. Muchas gracias Paco!

This book is very good practice for beginning learners. Books like this build confidence and help
language learners realize that they can read for pleasure. I wish I'd had this series when I was first
learning Spanish!

A fun read. Easy for me (I'm fluent in Spanish, but I wanted to see what was available). It is
well-written (as an easy reader, so as not to overwhelm a beginner), bite-size chapters which makes
it easy for someone to get to a stopping point and resume later. Note that it's Argentinean Spanish
(meaning not what is used in Spain or in many other countries; their grammar is different; this is
great if you are planning to go to Argentina, but not Colombia, Ecuador, Nicaragua, etc). I'd really
like to see more Spanish readers, and with 'straight' (that is, Castilian Spanish, the type used in
most Spanish-speaking countries). I liked the digital delivery format. I saw one typo. Good story!

I read this story very quickly, enjoyed it, and highly recommend it.At 'A1' it is obviously for
beginners. While I have been reading on the 'B2' level ("El robo del siglo", for example) I was
motivated to read "Muerte en Buenos Aires" for three reasons:(1) The title was intriguing and I was
curious.(2) The fact that I could read it with (nearly) the same comprehension and speed as I might
read an English story was a great confidence booster.(3) More importantly, I wanted something to
recommend to a niece who has begun trying to learn Spanish and asked if I could recommend
some resources and reading material.I think my niece now has enough vocabulary and language
structure that she is ready to tackle novels at this level. I think she'll find it very helpful and
enjoyable.Oh yes, let me add this: I think the very short chapters, short sentences, and basic
vocabulary combined with an interesting story are exactly right for beginners.

I have tried this e-book on my Kindle, my Kindle app on my Galaxy S6 and on my laptop. Once it is
downloaded, it hangs up on a Kindle gen 7, Kindle Paperwhite AND on my Android. I can get no
answers from why, just that it is something they "need to contact the publisher about", which
doesn't seem to happen. I went through troubleshooting, resetting my device, deleting and
re-adding the book as well as getting a refund for and purchasing it all over again. I absolutely
LOVE these readers, but cannot get them to work! Has anyone else had these problems?

Muerte en Buenos Aires was relatively easy to read. It was challenging enough that I had to look up
a few words, but easy enough to understand the story. Gracias SeÃ±or Paco para un libro que es
muy facil leer y entender!
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